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Abstract

In the conventional context-aware services of the home network system (HNS), every context has been defined
by current (or recent) situations only. Considering past situations in a house would significantly extend the
expressive power of the context-aware services. In this paper, we propose a new type of context, called log
context, by using house log of the HNS, extensively. The log context is defined with both the current and
past situations, where the current situation is obtained by sensors or device status of the HNS while the
past situations are derived by queries to the house log. We also develop a system that can derive the log
contexts within an actual HNS. To manage individual log contexts efficiently, the system is designed by four
layers: application layer, log context layer, log query layer, and DB connector layer. To evaluate the execution
performance of our system, we have conducted an experiment which measures execution time of some variety
of log queries.
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1. Introduction

Research and development of Home Network Systems
(HNS) (also called smart home) have gathered great
attention [1][2][3][4]. HNS provides value-added ser-
vices for home users by connecting sensors (e.g., tem-
perature, humidity, brightness, etc.) and household
appliances (e.g., TVs, air-conditioners, lights, etc.) to
the home network. We are developing an actual HNS,
called CS27-HNS [5]. Although there are many types of
services in HNS, context-aware services are considered to
be most valuable but challenging services. In HNS, the
context-aware services automatically control the appli-
ances (as desired by home users), based on situational
contexts characterized by the sensors.
In the conventional context-aware services, every

context was usually defined by the current (or recent)
values of the sensors [6][7][8][9][10]. For example,
context “it is cold” can be defined by “the value
of the temperature sensor is less than 8 degree”. To
efficiently manage such context-aware services within
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CS27-HNS, we developed a framework called sensor
service framework (SSF) [11].

As we developed various context-aware services with
SSF, we have found that contexts with the current values
only are insufficient to meet individual requirements
of home users. For example, compared to “it is cold”,
contexts like “it is colder than yesterday”, or “it is the
coldest day for three years” are much more informative
for a user to make a decision. To define such contexts,
we need to consider past situations, i.e., the past values
of sensors. However, they are beyond the scope of the
conventional framework.

Our goal here is to extend the expressive power of
the conventional methods, so that every context can be
defined with both the current and past situations. Here
the term “past” is not limited to “recent”, which can
vary from minutes to years. As for similar but different
approaches, there exist studies using context history
[12][13][14][15]. The context history is a database which
records time-series satisfactions of contexts. It is used
to predict user preference or to recommend services.
However, the context history is basically the record of
the past contexts, but not to define new contexts using
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the past situations. Thus, the history can say “it was cold,
yesterday”, but does not say “it is colder than yesterday”.

To achieve our goal, we extensively use house log in
this paper. The house log is a history of data acquired
from the sensors and the appliances of HNS [16].
Typical data include sensor values, appliance status,
power consumption, etc. Here we use the house log to
retrieve past situations in HNS. For example, yesterday’s
temperature can be obtained by a query to the house log.
Comparing this with the current temperature evaluates
the context “it is colder than yesterday”. We call such
a context defined with queries to the house log, log
context.
In this paper, we first present a method to define

the log contexts. The original context was defined by
an expression over the current sensor values. For the
log context, we extend the expression so that it can
contain log queries, which are queries to the house log.
We then develop a system that can define and derive
actual log contexts within the CS27-HNS environment.
To manage individual log contexts efficiently, the
system is designed by four layers: application layer, log
context layer, log query layer and DB connector layer.
Additionally, we develop a graphical user interface
(GUI) that facilitates creation of log query and log
context. By using the GUI, a user can create an own log
context with only knowledge of SQL.
To evaluate the execution performance of our system,

we have conducted an experiment which measures
execution time of some variety of log queries. The object
of house log database comprises 50 million records
of sensor data for approximately four years in our
laboratory. The experimental results show that some
simple queries can be executed within a few dozen of
milliseconds. These queries would be practical to real-
time context-aware service.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Home Network System

Home network system (HNS) provides value-added
services by connecting household appliances and
sensors to home network. Each appliance (or sensor)
has API, by which external systems can control the
appliance. We have been developing a real HNS,
called CS27-HNS [5]. Adopting the service oriented
architecture (SOA), every device in CS27-HNS can be
used as a Web service. A client can access any device
with a platform-independent protocol (i.e., REST
or SOAP), which achieves high interoperability and
programmability. For example, to get a temperature
from a sensor, a client just accesses http://cs27-hns/
TemperatureSensor/getValue. Accessing http://

cs27-hns/AirConditioner/on?mode=heating turns
on an air-conditioner in a heating mode.

2.2. House Log

House log is history of data that are acquired from the
sensors and the appliances in HNS. In [16], we classify
the house log into the following three types.

• Energy Log: It refers to log data of energy
consumption in a house, including electricity,
water, gas and so on.

• Device Log: It refers to log data taken from
appliances, including status, operations and
errors. It characterizes human activities within a
house.

• Environment Log: It refers to log data taken from
sensors, including temperature, humidity and
illuminance. It characterizing the environment a
house.

Traditionally, the context-aware services consumed
only interesting data to evaluate the context. All
irrelevant data were discarded without being stored,
since the storage was limited and expensive. Now in the
era of cloud computing and big data, we can manage
large-scale data with inexpensive storage. Thus, it is
realistic to store any kinds of data from HNS as house
log.
In our CS27-HNS, we have been accumulating

large-scale house log for several years, using cloud
technologies [16]. For example, our environment log
comprises of 50 million records of sensor data for
approximately four years. In this paper, we assume that
the house log is managed by a certain DBMS, and data
can be searched by a query (e.g., SQL, Hive, Pig, etc.).

2.3. Current Context-Aware Services

A context-aware service is a service that autonomously
executes appropriate actions when a context is estab-
lished. A context is defined by situational information
characterized by sensors. We have developed the sensor
service framework which efficiently creates and manages
context-aware services in CS27-HNS [11].
In this framework, a context is defined according to

a format [context_name: context_expression]. In the
format, context_name is an identifier of the context,
while context_expression is an expression over a sensor
value that defines the context. Figure 1 shows a
syntax diagram for the context expression. An atomic
context expression is defined by a current sensor value
(CurrentValue) and a constant threshold (FixedValue)
connected by a relational operator. CurrentValue (or
FixedValue) takes a value over a primitive type.
Combining multiple expressions by logical operators
builds a composite context expression.
For instance, let us define a context Cold by the

following atomic expression:
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AtomicContextExpression

Primitive

RelationalOperator

CompositeContextExpression

LogicalOperator

CurrentValue FixedValue

Figure 1. Syntax diagram of context expression (original version)

[ Cold: tempSensor01 < 8 ]

We assume that the variable tempSensor01 holds the
current value of a temperature sensor tempSensor01

in HNS. Thus, Cold is defined by a situation that
the temperature captured by tempSensor01 is under
8 degree. A context takes a truth value (true or false)
by evaluating the context expression. For example, Cold
is evaluated to be true when the temperature is under
8 degree. Note in this framework that every context
expression is constructed by current sensor values.
Thus, every context is defined by a current situation
only.

3. Log Context: Considering Past Situation in
Context

3.1. Key Idea

This paper aims to extend the previous framework so
that a context can be defined by both current and past
situations. For this, we extensively use the house log. As
seen in Section 2.2, the house log is comprised of time-
stamped records gathered from various devices in HNS.
Hence, the past situation in HNS can be retrieved by a
“query to the house log”, which we call log query.
Our key idea is to allow the context expression

to contain log queries. Now, the current situation is

LogQuery

LogExpression

SetFunction

LogType

LogAttribute

Element

AtomicContextExpression

ArithmeticOperator

Figure 2. Syntax diagram of context expression (extended

version)

captured by the sensor, while the past situation may
be characterized by the log query. We call the extended
context, log context.
Let us consider a log context “it is colder than yes-

terday”. To define the context, we need to compare the
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current temperature and yesterday’s temperature. The
current temperature may be obtained by tempSensor01
as seen in Section 2.3. Yesterday’s temperature may be
obtained by a log query retrieving the value of tempSen-
sor01 of yesterday in the same time as now. Details
of the extension of context expression is explained as
follows.

3.2. Extending Context Expression with Log Query

Figure 2 shows a syntax diagram of the extended
context expression. In the extended version, an atomic
context expression is defined by Elements, which are
arithmetic expressions over CurrentValue, FixedValue
and new LogQuery.
LogQuery defines a query to the house log that

extracts a single value used in the context expression.
According to an SQL-like format, a log query is
constructed by SELECT, FROM and WHERE clauses. The
SELECT clause specifies what attribute in the house log
should be computed into a single value by which set
function. The log attributes include date of the log,
value of data, device appliance, etc. The set functions
involve average, sum, max, min, etc.
The FROM clause defines which type of house log

should be used. As seen in Section 2.2, the house
log is is classified into three types: energy log, device
log or environment log. The WHERE clause determines
a condition what log data should be considered (log
expression). The log expression is constructed by the
logical combination of comparative expressions, each of
which is defined by a log attribute and a primitive value
connected by a relational operator.

3.3. Illustrative Examples of Log Context and Log
Query

Here we describe some examples to support under-
standing. Let us start with a log query for yesterday’s
temperature. More specifically, we define a log query
yesterdayTemp01, which calculates “the room temper-
ature measured by tempSensor01 of yesterday around
the same time as now” from the house log.

yesterdayTemp01: {

//the room temperature measured by

//tempSensor01 of yesterday

//around the same time as now

SELECT: AVG(temperature)

FROM: EnvironmentLog

WHERE: date >= NOW() - 24 HOUR - 5 MIN &&

date <= NOW() - 24 HOUR + 5 MIN &&

sensorName == tempSensor01 }

This log query first obtains data records of tempSen-
sor01 from the environment house log, where the

recorded date is the same time (with 5 minutes mar-
gin) of yesterday. It then calculates the average of the
temperature attribute.
The next example shows a log query that returns “the

lowest temperature around the same time of the same
day for past three years”.

lowestTemp01For3Years: {

//the lowest temperature measured by

//tempSensor01 around the same time

//of the same date for the past 3 years

SELECT: MIN(temperature)

FROM: EnvironmentLog

WHERE: date.DAY == NOW().DAY &&

date.TIME >= NOW().TIME - 1 HOUR &&

date.TIME <= NOW().TIME + 1 HOUR &&

date.YEAR < NOW().YEAR &&

date.YEAR >= NOW().YEAR - 3 YEAR &&

sensorName == tempSensor01 }

Using the log queries, we define two log contexts: (C1)
“it is 5 degree colder than yesterday” and (C2) “It is the
coldest day for the past three years”:

(C1) [Colder5DegThanYesterday:

tempSensor01 + 5 < yesterdayTemp01]

(C2) [ColdestDayFor3Years:

tempSensor01 < lowestTemp01For3Years]

We suppose that the log query is dynamically executed
when the log context is evaluated. For instance, when
we evaluate (C1), the value of tempSensor01 is obtained
from the temperature sensor, while yesterdayTemp01 is
calculated by executing the log query. Thus, the truth
value of (C1) is determined.
The next section describes how to evaluate the log

contexts systematically.

4. Implementing System to Derive Log Context

4.1. System Architecture

In this section, we implement a system that can derive
the log contexts within an actual HNS. The system
should be able to manage individual log contexts and
queries as efficiently as possible. Also, the created
log contexts and queries should be used by various
applications. To achieve the requirement, we design the
system based on a layered architecture, consisting of the
following four layers:

1. Application layer: Manages context-aware services
with log contexts.

2. Log context layer: Manages log contexts and
evaluates each context based on its context
expression.
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Evaluating Log Context (C1)sd 

HouseLog
DB 

Connector

LogQueryLogContextApplication

User

"Is it colder than yesterday?"

getContext(Colder5DegThanYesteday)

getQuery(tempSensor01)

getQuery(yesterdayTemp01)

doQuery(SELECT AVG(temperature)...)

SELECT AVG(temperature)...

12.5

12.5
12.5

true

evaluate(tempSensor01 + 5 < yesterdayTemp01)

"Yes, it is."

true

7.2

getSensorValue(tempSensor01)

Figure 3. Sequence diagram for evaluating log context (C1) “it

is 5 degree colder than yesterday.”

3. Log query layer: Manages log queries to designated
house log.

4. DB connector layer: Connects the database and
executes the query.

4.2. Evaluating Log Context within Layers

Figure 3 shows a sequence diagram representing a
scenario that evaluates the log context (C1) “it is 5
degree colder than yesterday” (see Section 3.3). In the
proposed system, the log context is evaluated stepwise
through the four layers.
In this scenario, we assume that a user asks an

application “is it 5 degree colder than yesterday?”
First, the application layer asks the log context
layer if Colder5DegThanYesterday holds by executing
getContext() method. Next, the log context layer tries
to update values of all queries (i.e., tempSensor01,
yesterdayTemp01) by asking the log query layer
through getQuery() method. In the log query layer,
the value of tempSensor01 is obtained from the
temperature sensor, as it is the current sensor
value. Here we suppose that the value of 7.2 is
obtained. Since yesterdayTemp01 is a log query, it
is delegated to the DB connector layer to query the
designated house log database. In the DB connector
layer, the query is executed for the database. Here,
we obtain the value 12.5 as the result of the
query. In the log context layer, the values of
tempSensor01 and yesterdayTemp01 are updated
to 7.2 and 12.5, respectively. Hence, the context
expression of tempSensor01 + 5 < yesterdayTemp01

is evaluated to be true. That is, the log context

 pkg 

LogQueryLayer

- updateValue() : boolean

- columnLabel : String

- dbConnector : Connector

- query : String

LogQuery

+ deleteQuery(queryName : String) : boolean

+ addQuery(queryName : String, query : Query) : boolean

+ getAllQuerys() : Query[]

+ getQueryValue(queryName : String) : String

+ getQuery(queryName : String) : Query

- queries : HashMap<String,Query>

QueryManager

CurrentQuery

+ getValue() : String

- valueType : String

- value : String

- description : String

- name : String

Query

LogContextLayer

+ getContext() : boolean

- queries : HashSet

- varMap : HashMap

- expression : String

- description : String

- contextId : String

LogContext

DBConnectorLayer

+ close() : boolean

+ doQuery() : String

+ connect() : boolean

<<interface>>

Connector

- pass : String

- useName : String

- location : String

- resultSet : ResultSet

- statement : Statement

- db : Connection

- instance : MySQLConnector

<<Singleton>>

MySQLConnector

<<Singleton>>

MongoConnector

get

ApplicationLayer

- description : String

- contextId : String

Context

ContextAwareApplication

CurrentContext

uses

Figure 4. Class diagram of the developed system
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Colder5DegThanYesterday becomes true, and the
answer “Yes, it is” is returned to the user.
Thus, the task of evaluating a log context is

coordinated by the four layers so that the responsibility
is well distributed to the layers.

4.3. Detailed Design

Figure 4 shows a class diagram, representing the
detailed design of the developed system. The four layers
are enumerated as four packages from the top to the
bottom. In the application layer, ContextAwareAppli-
cation is supposed to be an application providing a
context-aware service. The application uses some Con-

text which is either CurrentContext or LogContext.
The class LogContext implements Context in

application layer. Based on the definition of the
log context, it contains contextId, expression and
description as attributes. Moreover, it contains varMap
storing pairs of a log query and its value used to
evaluate the expression, and queries specifying a set
of all log queries involved in the log context.
QueryManager in the log query layer manages all

the existing queries. It has a hashmap containing all
the queries, and methods to add, get and delete a
query within the hashmap. Query is an abstract class
implemented by either LogQuery or CurrentQuery.
CurrentQuery corresponds to a query to the current
sensor value. LogQuery represents the log query, which
contains a query statement and a database connector
for the house log. Method updateValue() connects the
database and executes the query statement to update its
own value.
Connector in the DB connector layer specifies

interface of DB connector. Various kinds of DBMS are
adapted by this interface, so that the log query layer
does not care the difference of DBMS when executing
the query. In the figure, there are MySQLConnector for
MySQL, and MongoConnector for MongoDB.

4.4. Graphical User Interface

In order to facilitate the definition of log query and log
context, we implement a graphical user interface (GUI)
for operating the system. By using the GUI, a user can
create an own log context with only knowledge of SQL.
Creation forms for log query and log context are shown
in Figure 5 and Figure 6.

• Log Query Creation Form: Figure 5 shows GUI
screen of log query creation form. Red asterisk
represents a required field. First, a user inputs a
query name, selects query type (i.e., current or
log) and selects database name. The most essential
field is SQL query field. According to the syntax
diagram, which described in Section 3.3, a user
can freely define or customize his/her required
log query.

Figure 5. Log query creation form

Figure 6. Log context creation form

• Log Context Creation Form: Figure 6 repre-
sents GUI screen of log context creation form.
By using the defined log query, created in
the above creation form, a user can define a
new log context. User-defined log queries are
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listed in the “available queries” field (i.e., yes-
terdayTemperature, averageTemperatureLast-
MonthInSamePeriod and averageTemperature-

For7DaysInSamePeriod in Figure 6). User defines
a new context expression which depicted in Sec-
tion 3.3 while viewing the available queries.

5. Experiment

5.1. Overview

To evaluate the execution performance of our system,
we conduct an experiment which measures execution
time of 11 variety of log queries. The object of house log
database comprises 50million records of sensor data for
approximately four years in our laboratory.

5.2. Experiment Design

We defined 11 log queries and measured its execution
time to evaluate the performance of our system. These
queries have variety of viewpoints in terms of the
number of referenced records. Figure 7 illustrates the
difference of the referenced records in each log query.
The dotted arrow shows a timeline and the gray
vertical line shows current time. Referenced records are
represented by circle or oval.
The first three queries (QY1, QY2 and QY3) retrieve

a single temperature value from the different period
of time. The subsequent four queries (QY4, QY5, QY6
and QY7) retrieve some temperature values and then
calculate the average value. The subsequent two queries
(QY8 and QY9) retrieve a lot of temperature values and
then calculate the average value. The last two queries
(QY10 and QY11) calculate the maximum temperature
in a specified period of time.
Every query is in practical for some context-aware

services that are triggered by temperature sensors. By
measuring execution time of these log queries, we can
confirm that how much can our proposed system be
applied for real log-based context-aware services.
In the experiment, we measure the execution time of

these queries 10 times. Database cache is disabled by
“SQL_NO_CACHE” option.

5.3. Result

The experiment results are shown in Table 1. Coefficient
of variation is the ratio of the standard deviation
to the mean. It represents the amount of variation
as a percentage of the total. The “actual number of
referenced records” are calculated by executing each
query with “COUNT” function instead of “SELECT”
function.
At first, the coefficients of variations indicate that

every execution time of log query has small variation. In
other words, our system provides stable response time
for same query execution in a single-user situation.

QY2.tempBefore5mins

QY1.currentTemp

QY3.yesterdayTempInSamePeriod

QY4.avgTempFor7days

QY5.avgTempFor7daysInSamePeriod

QY6.avgTempLastMonth

QY7.avgTempLastMonthInSamePeriod

QY8.avgTempFor2013

QY9.avgTempForAll

now

referenced recordtimeline

QY10.maxTempFor2013

QY11.maxTempForAll

5m

7days

1month

1d 1d 1d 1d 1d 1d

1d

1years

4years

1years

4years

Figure 7. Referenced records of 11 log queries evaluated in

experiment

Table 1 shows the most of log queries (QY1 to QY6)
can be executed within one second. Especially, queries
for accessing a referenced record (i.e., QY1 to QY3)
is executed within a few dozen of milliseconds. These
queries would be practical to real-time context-aware
service. However, the execution time for QY7 to QY11,
which requires certain amount of referenced records or
calculation, is about one to six seconds. This execution
timemay be enough practical for non real-time services.
However, it is difficult to apply these queries for real-
time context-aware service without any improvement or
modification to our system.
There is no difference between the SQL preset

aggregation functions, such as average and maximize
(QY8 to QY10 and QY9 to QY11). They were executed
within 10 seconds even if the query accesses all records.
This result shows that simple log query, which only uses
preset aggregate function, can be enough to apply non
real-time services.

6. Discussion

6.1. Extending Context-Aware Service by Past
Context

We discuss feasibility of the proposed system through
the experience of implemeting an actual context-aware
service with introducing past context. The subject
service is called “Umbrella Reminder Service (URserv)”
which reminds a user to bring back his/her umbrella
when it was rainy in the morning, but now it’s sunny.
URserv uses one composite context “it was rainy morning
but now it’s sunny” which is composed of the following
three atomic contexts.

7
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Table 1. Experiment result

query name average execution coefficient of actual # of
time (ms) variation (%) referenced records

QY1.currentTemp 14 5.1 1
QY2.tempBefore5mins 18 8.8 5
QY3.yesterdayTempInSamePeriod 14 5.4 10
QY4.avgTempFor7days 41 4.1 9,894
QY5.avgTempFor7daysInSamePeriod 42 4.6 66
QY6.avgTempLastMonth 229 1.0 43,173
QY7.avgTempLastMonthInSamePeriod 1,440 1.8 294
QY8.avgTempFor2013 5,400 0.4 482,984
QY9.avgTempForAll 4,865 0.6 2,374,638
QY10.maxTempFor2013 5,407 0.3 482,984
QY11.maxTempForAll 4,862 0.3 2,374,638

[LeaveOffice: userState == "leaving"]

[ItsSunnyNow: currentWeather == "sunny"]

[RainyAtMorning: morningWeather == "rainy"]

The first and the second contexts are conventional
current context, and the third context is our proposed
log context. The third context uses a log query
morningWeather. This log query is defined as follows.

morningWeather: {

SELECT: weather

LIMIT: 1

FROM: EnvironmentLog

WHERE: date.DAY == NOW().DAY &&

date.TIME >= "08:00:00" &&

date.TIME <= "09:00:00"}

When every atomic contexts are satisfied, URServ
invokes a speech synthesis service to remind a user
to bring back an umbrella. In our CS27-HNS, the
speech synthesis service can be invoked through
http://cs27-hns/SpeechSynthesizedService/

speak?str=did_you_have_an_umbrella?.
Please note that, establishing the defined composite

context and invoking the speech service are controlled
by our proposed management system of context-aware
services. For more detailed information please refer to
our previous work [17].
One of the most important aspect of this case study is

how much time is required to accomplish the execution
of URServ. It is necessary to accomplish the execution
within a several seconds of leaving the office. The
average time of the execution was about 2.1 seconds.
So, we regard the proposed system have high feasibility
and can be applied to actual and useful context-aware
service.

6.2. Advantages and Limitations

We have extended our framework to provide log context
by exploiting house log. We then have developed a
system that can define and derive actual log contexts
within the CS27-HNS environment. We assume that
the extended log context can expand the availability
of context-aware services. Furthermore, our developed
GUI helps to create and manage log context. A user can
create an own log context with only knowledge of SQL.
Comparing the extended framework with the previ-

ous one indicates a possibility of degradation of system
performance because execution of log query requires
access to database. Performance of the log query exe-
cution strongly depends on complexity of query itself.
Real-time context aware service may be impractical
depending on the log query. One of the solution is
to introduce a materialized view which improves the
speed of query on a large database by storing the
processing result of the query.

6.3. Related Works

Many works are done on the context-aware services
[6][7][8][9][10][18][19]. Some researchers have reported
about context-awareness in a smart home environment
[20][21], as same as this study. Gellersen et al.
investigated multi-sensor context-awareness in mobile
devices [9]. They reported “Mediacup” which embed
multiple sensors and controlling software in a coffee
mug. Mediacups detects some variety of situational
contexts (e.g., cup is stationary, drinking out of the cup
and cup is carried around) from a rule-based heuristic
algorithm with environmental sensors. Henricksen and
Indulska presented a software engineering approach
to support context-aware application development [10].
These studies are only focused on “current” situational
context. The concept of context-awareness can be
applied not only to the physical environment but also to
the computing environment. [22] and [23] have applied
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concept of context-awareness as security controlling
system. The novelty of this study is to investigate
historical data to context modelling compared with
these studies.
As a similar concept of our work, some researchers

reported “context-history” [12][13]. Alaa et al. devel-
oped a general structure for storing and managing
past contexts [12]. Hong et al. proposed a framework
for providing personalized services with using context
history [13]. Context-history is a concept of a series
of someone’s (or somewhere’s) context occurred in the
past. In contrast, the focus of our study is how to define
and detect the current context which compared with the
past environmental situation.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have extended the previous framework
of context-aware services in home network system
(HNS), so that every context can consider past
situations. Using the house log gathered within HNS,
we have proposed log contexts and log queries to define
richer contexts with both current and past situations.
We also designed and implemented a system that can
derive the log contexts. The system was designed with
four layers. The experimental result showed that the
developed system correctly derived the log contexts
with reasonable time.
Our future work is to consider concrete services

with the log contexts. We also plan to conduct an
experiment where various users define their own
contexts. Evaluation of context precision and user
satisfaction is interesting.
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